Resources

Recent Online Resources for the Analysis of Terrorism and Related Subjects

Compiled and Selected by Berto Jongman

The items included below became available online in August and September 2017.

They are categorised under twelve headings:

1. Non-Religious Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns
2. Religious (mainly Jihadi) Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns
3. Terrorist Strategies and Tactics
4. Conflict, Crime and Political Violence other than Terrorism
5. Counter-Terrorism – General
6. Counter-Terrorist Strategies, Tactics and Operations
7. State Repression and Civil War at Home and Clandestine & Open Warfare Abroad
8. Prevention and Preparedness Studies (including Countering Violent Extremism, De-Radicalization, Counter-Narratives)
9. Intelligence
10. Cyber Operations
11. Risk & Threat Assessments, Forecasts, Analytical Studies
12. Also Worth Reading

N.B.: ‘Recent Online Resources for the Analysis of Terrorism and Related Subjects’ is a regular feature in ‘Perspectives on Terrorism’.

1. Non-Religious Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns


Colombia’s FARC keeps name as group goes straight. Deutsche Welle, September 1, 2017. URL: http://www.dw.com/en/colombias-farc-keeps-name-as-group-goes-straight/a-40320796


D. Burke. Chechen MP is shot dead as he drove to work in attack which was caught in dashcam footage. Mail Online, August 29, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4832828/Chechen-MP-shot-dead-drove-work.html


S. McKay. The terrorists of the left. The American Spectator, August 22, 2017. URL: https://spectator.org/the-terrorists-of-the-left/


A. Alsema. Why are Colombia’s former guerrillas and their families assassinated? Colombia reports, August 16, 2017. URL: https://colombiareports.com/colombias-former-guerrillas-families-assassinated/


2. Religious (mainly Jihadi) Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns


Anwar al-Awlaki’s violent legacy. *Counter Extremism Project*, September 2017. URL: https://www.counterextremism.com/content/anwar-al-awlakis-violent-legacy

ISIL: target Russia – featured documentary. *Al Jazeera English*, YouTube, March 30, 2017. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HDylHGHPY


http://www.islamedianalysis.info/islamism-in-the-middle-east-a-sectarian-conflict/


E. Trager. The Muslim Brotherhood's fatal mistake. The miscalculation that tore up the group in two. Foreign Affairs, August 21, 2017. URL: https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/egypt/2017-08-21/muslim-brotherhoods-fatal-mistake


ISIS's increasing online outreach in Spanish, threats to Spain, in report posted by MEMRI's Jihad and Terror Threat Monitor (JTTM) project in April 2017. MEMRI, Special Dispatch No. 7057, August 18, 2017. URL: https://memri.org/reports/isis-steps-up-media-outreach-in-spanish


3. Terrorist Strategies and Tactics


Italy suspects the mafia and ISIS teamed up to smuggle oil to Europe. *OCCRP*, August 2, 2017. URL: https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/6798-italy-suspects-the-mafia-and-isis-teamed-up-to-smuggle-oil-to-europe


4. Conflict, Crime and Political Violence other than Terrorism


B. Lee. CREST guide: understanding the far-right landscape. CREST, July 14, 2017. URL: https://crestresearch.ac.uk/resources/understanding-far-right-landscape/


Hate groups are growing under Trump. The Atlantic, August 15, 2017. URL: https://www.theatlantic.com/video/index/536793/hate-groups-are-growing-under-trump/


The defenders. 117 environmental defenders have been killed so far in 2017 while protecting their community's land or natural resources. Global Witness, July 31, 2017. URL: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/ng-interactive/2017/jul/13/the-defenders-tracker

T. Squirrell. Linguistic data analysis of 3 billion Reddit comments shows the alt-right is getting stronger. Quartz, August 18, 2017. URL: https://qz.com/1056319/what-is-the-alt-right-a-linguistic-data-analysis-of-3-billion-reddit-comments-shows-a-disparate-group-that-is-quickly-uniting/?mc_cid=4d508de89&mc_eid=69270b0d33

5. Counter-Terrorism – General


A. Sehmer. The drone special issue. *Terrorism Monitor*, 15(7), September 11, 2017. URL: [https://jamestown.org/program/terrorism-monitor-the-drone-special-issue/?mc_cid=d96c238465&mc_eid=9942bc67e0](https://jamestown.org/program/terrorism-monitor-the-drone-special-issue/?mc_cid=d96c238465&mc_eid=9942bc67e0)

M. Hilal. The war on terror has targeted Muslims almost exclusively. *Counterpunch*, September 13, 2017. URL: [https://www.counterpunch.org/2017/09/13/the-war-on-terror-has-targeted-muslims-almost-exclusively/](https://www.counterpunch.org/2017/09/13/the-war-on-terror-has-targeted-muslims-almost-exclusively/)


D. Cavenaugh. The CIA’s counterinsurgency in Vietnam was brutal…and effective. *War is Boring*, September 6, 2017. URL: [https://warisboring.com/the-cias-counterinsurgency-in-vietnam-was-brutal-and-effective/](https://warisboring.com/the-cias-counterinsurgency-in-vietnam-was-brutal-and-effective/)


6. Counter-Terrorist Strategies, Tactics and Operations


T. Holt, J.D. Freilich, S. Chermak. Taking down websites won't stop terrorists and hate groups – if anything, it will make them stronger. *The Independent*, September 19, 2017. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/terrorism-terrorism-online-hate-internet-web-organising-social-media-groups-a7955536.html


‘Will the 9/11 case finally go to trial?’: Andrew Cockburn on new evidence linking Saudis to attacks. *Democracy Now!*, September 13, 2017. URL: https://www.democracynow.org/2017/9/13/will_the_9_11_case_finally


H. Keinon. Shin Bet head says hundreds of attacks have been thwarted this year. *The Jerusalem Post*, September 10, 2017. URL: http://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Politics-And-Diplomacy/Shin-Bet-head-says-hundreds-of-attacks-have-been-thwarted-this-year-504698


R. Tingle. Did Russia use the ‘father of all bombs’ to kill senior ISIS commanders? Reports claim biggest ever non-nuclear bomb has been detonated near Syrian city of Deir ez Zour. *Mail Online*, September 8, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4868138/Did-Russia-use-Father-Bombs-ISIS-Syria.html


R. Kemp, A. Ostrovsky. What Europe can learn from Israel in its war against vehicle attacks and lone wolf terror. *IB Times*, August 22, 2017. URL: http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/what-europe-can-learn-israel-its-war-against-vehicle-attacks-lone-wolf-terror-1635945


Who was behind the jihadist attacks on Europe and North America? BBC, August 30, 2017. URL: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-40000952

S. Malm. Hundreds of divorced couples are forced to remarry in Chechnya – allowing the husbands to have two wives – because hardline president believes it will stop terrorism. Mail Online, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4822854/Divorced-couples-forced-remarry-Chechnya.html


J. King. As a European security chief, I can tell you the EU’s plans to tackle terrorism. The Independent, August 24, 2017. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/terrorism-europe-security-european-commission-eu-plans-strategy-anti-terrorism-a7910136.html


T. Porter. As Trump announces troop surge, here are six blunders the US has made in Afghanistan. Newsweek, August 22, 2017. URL: http://www.newsweek.com/trump-troop-surge-six-blunders-us-afghanistan-653370

K. Hulbert. Pakistan and US don’t see same urgency in terror fight. The Cipher Brief, August 23, 2017. URL: https://www.thecipherbrief.com/article/asia/pakistan-u-s-dont-see-urgency-terror-fight


R. Nordland. What an Afghan victory looks like under the Trump plan. The Bulletin, August 23, 2017. URL:


7. State Repression and Civil War at Home and Clandestine & Open Warfare Abroad


S. Mednick. Forgotten people stranded for years by South Sudan's war. Associated Press, September 19, 2017. [URL: https://apnews.com/ccb2e37a49146349d0ae46ff9f91f2f9/Forgotten-people-stranded-for-years-by-South-Sudan’s-war]
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J. Moore. 75,000 people have disappeared under Syrian regime, same number that the Nagasaki atomic bomb killed. *Newsweek*, August 31, 2017. URL: [http://www.newsweek.com/syrian-government-has-disappeared-many-people-nagasaki-atomic-bomb-killed-657409](http://www.newsweek.com/syrian-government-has-disappeared-many-people-nagasaki-atomic-bomb-killed-657409)


8. Prevention and Preparedness Studies (including Countering Violent Extremism, De-Radicalization)


Talking terror: Andrew Silke. Weekly podcast by the Terrorism & Extremism Research Centre (TERC), UEL, September 2017. URL: https://soundcloud.com/user-366747443/andrew-silke


K. Brown, D. Koehler, N. Patel. Lost for words: questioning the relationship between trauma and radicalization. Dart Center for Journalism & Trauma, September 15, 2017. URL: https://dartcenter.org/resources/lost-words-questioning-relationship-between-trauma-and-radicalisation


M. Kowalski (Ed.) Special issue: Jihadists in Syria and Iraq: recalibrating concepts, threat radar, and reintegration policies. Security and Global Affairs, Leiden University, September 2017. URL: https://www.universityleiden.nl/binaries/content/assets/governance-and-global-affairs/isga/isga-journal_special_issue-4.pdf?t=1&cnn=ZmxiG1lbG1FcmVjc18y&refsrc=email&uid=c6beb85a93db4e9da8005f7b97dc0b4&uid=209492244&nid=244+276893704


S. Fillion. What we can learn from France’s failed deradicalization. La Stampa, September 2, 2017. URL: http://www.lastampa.it/2017/09/02/esteri/lastampa-in-english/what-we-can-learn-from-frances-failed-deradicalization-center-s126MYkCYw329OCwUd1UcJ/pagina.html


Imam Qari Asim. This is why young European Muslims are joining ISIS. The Independent, August 20, 2017. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/barcelona-spain-terrorism-young-european-muslims-joining-isis-a7903026.html

S. Atran. Extremism is surging. To beat it, we need young hearts and minds. The Guardian, August 20, 2017. URL: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/aug/20/extremism-is-surgeing-to-beat-it-we-need-young-hearts-and-minds

Best practices in preparing for and responding to domestic terrorism & mass casualty incidents. START, November 15, 2017. URL: http://www.start.umd.edu/events/best-practices-preparing-and-responding-domestic-terrorism-mass-casualty-incidents

Community-led Action in Response to Violent Extremism (CARVE) online training course enrolls more than 700 in first four months. START, August 9, 2017. URL: http://www.start.umd.edu/news/carve-online-training-course-enrolls-more-700-first-four-months

France’s only de-radicalization center is closing. The Local, July 28, 2017. URL: https://www.thelocal.fr/20170728/frances-only-deradicalization-centre-is-closing

9. Intelligence


Spy files Russia. Wikileaks, September 19, 2017. URL: https://wikileaks.org/spyfiles/russia/


H. Roonemaa. These cigarette smugglers are on the frontlines of Russia’s spy wars. BuzzFeed, September 13, 2017. URL: https://www.buzzfeed.com/holgerroonemaa/these-cigarette-smugglers-are-on-the-frontlines-of-russiasutm_term=.bv2Yxo8W - .ro6WOA3V


10. Cyber Operations


No nuclear weapon is safe from cyber attacks. WIRED, September 28, 2017. URL: http://www.wired.co.uk/article/no-nuclear-weapon-is-safe-from-cyberattacks


A. Soldatov. The Kremlin’s VPN ban has KGB roots (Op-ed). The Kremlin’s ban on VPN’s is less about national security than self-preservation. The Moscow Times, August 1, 2017. URL: https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/ban-on-vpn-has-kgb-roots-58546


Pentagon wants to search 80% of world's IP addresses for viruses – DARPA docs. RT, September 2, 2017. URL: https://www.rt.com/usa/401789-pentagon-ip-addresses-virus-darpa/


D. Westneat. UW professor: the information war is real, and we're losing it. *The Seattle Times*, March 30, 2017. URL: http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/uw-professor-the-information-war-is-real-and-were-losing-it/


J. Dunietz. Is the power grid getting more vulnerable to cyber attacks? Rising computerization opens doors to increasingly aggressive adversaries, but defenses are better than many think. *Scientific American*, August 23,


DIVSI-Studie zur Digitalisierung und Sicherheit. Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik, August 18, 2017. URL: https://www.bsi.bund.de/DE/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/Presse2017/DIVSI-Studie_zur_Digitalisierung_und_Sicherheit_18082017.html


J. Lewis. The devil was in the details: the failure of UN efforts in cyberspace. The Cipher Brief, August 6, 2017. URL: https://www.thecipherbrief.com/article/tech/devil-was-details-failure-un-efforts-cyberspace-1092?utm_source=Join+the+Community+Subscribers&utm_campaign=beec94f164-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_08_06&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_02cbee778d-beec94f164-121177853


11. Risk & Threat Assessments, Forecasts, Analytical Studies

A. Gabon. How the EU conceals far-right acts of terrorism against Muslims. Middle East Eye, September 1, 2017. URL: http://www.middleeasteye.net/essays/how-eu-conceals-far-right-acts-terrorism-against-muslims-298795357


T. Worden. Britain is home to up to 35,000 Islamic fanatics of whom 3,000 are ‘worrying’ for MI5 says Europe's top anti-terror official. *Mail Online*, August 31, 2017. URL: [http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4840604/Britain-home-35-000-Islamic-fanatics.html](http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4840604/Britain-home-35-000-Islamic-fanatics.html)


Atrocity Alert (DR Congo, Kenya, Iraq) No.67, August 16, 2017. URL: [http://createsend.com/t/j-F3D0D562B-0B91AF6](http://createsend.com/t/j-F3D0D562B-0B91AF6)


J. Rivinius. Terrorist attack deaths increase in Iraq, the West, despite decrease worldwide. *START*, August 14, 2017.

UK terror threat increased by IS losses, security minister says. BBC, August 19, 2017. URL: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/uk-40985532

A. Robertson. EUROPOL chief warns British tourists they face highest threat in Europe for a generation – but there won't be refunds for holidaymakers who want to cancel or come home. Mail Online, August 18, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4802538/Foreign-Office-warns-terror-attacks-likely.html


12. Also Worth Reading


S. Scutti. People are living longer, but violent deaths are on the rise. Deaths caused by war, terrorism spike over a decade. *Click2Houston.com*, September 14, 2017. URL: https://www.click2houston.com/health/people-are-living-longer-but-violent-deaths-are-on-the-rise


O. Dammegaard – Do you know how to identify a false flag? 1 of 2. Veritas Radio, YouTube, August 31, 2017. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vPNCqqCYaQ


Noam Chomsky: President Donald Trump & America. YouTube, August 28, 2017. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyz5FXA6lQg


T. O’Connor. Next US war will be long, hard and take the entire country to win, army chief says. Newsweek, July 28, 2017. URL: http://www.newsweek.com/next-us-war-long-hard-take-entire-country-win-army-chief-643520

M. Benjamin. How to build a global movement to end mass killing. Truthdig, July 25, 2017. URL: http://www.truthdig.com/report/item/how_to_build_a_global_movement_to_end_mass_warfare_and_killing_20170725?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Truthdig%3A+Truthdig%3A+Drilling+Beneath+the+Headlines


About the Compiler: Berto Jongman is Assistant Editor of ‘Perspectives on Terrorism’. He is a former senior Military Intelligence Analyst and current International Consultant on CBRN issues. A sociologist by training, he also worked for civilian Swedish and Dutch research institutes. Jongman was the recipient of the Golden Candle Award 2000.
Award for his World Conflict & Human Rights Maps, published by PIOOM. He is editor of the volume 'Contemporary Genocides' and has also contributed to various editions of 'Political Terrorism', the award-winning handbook of terrorism research, edited by Alex P. Schmid.